
THE COBBLER, South Peak: 

Graeme Gatherer thinks North Wall Groove has very hard moves for V,6, much harder than on 

Recess Route which is given the same grade. “We both felt the lower crux (North Wall Traverse) 

was totally safe and the upper crux on NWG is protected initially but the further you move away 

from the corner the more serious it gets with no prospect of gear (or turf) for another good few 

moves. The turf mentioned in the current guide no longer exists so both cruxes require some 

pretty tenuous moves on flat hooks and little for the feet.” 

There are other similar opinions so North Wall Traverse is now considered IV,6 and North Wall 

Groove VI,6. 

 

BEINN UDLAIDH: 

Some parties have found Land of Make Believe more like III than II. Looking at its continuous 

ice, III would seem a fairer grade. But it has been seen with more snow than ice, when it could be 

II. Maybe II/III. 

 

BEINN AN DOTHAIDH, North-East Corrie: 

The access described in the guide no longer applies, as there is a locked gate on the track to 

Achallader Farm near Loch Tulla and a new car park has been put in about 200m from the A82. 

There is a diversionary path which bypasses the farm. “It's just a mowed route through the 

tussocks, and very boggy. Well-frozen it wouldn't be too bad, but I can't see it ever becoming a 

viable path unless some work is done on it.” Walking to the farm to join the original access route 

is obviously still allowed. 

 

Erik Brunskill notes that Circean might only be IV,5. Folk have been doing another route to the 

right at V,6, thinking it to be Circean. 

 

Clonus should be at least IV,5 or perhaps V,6 (Jamie Bankhead and others). The direct is 

probably someone finding the normal route hard and may not exist. 

 

BEINN DORAIN, Creag an Socach: 

The Sting has been suggested at VI,6. Stuart McFarlane started lower down, following a natural 

turfy fault-line, in line with the ramp on pitch 2, adding an additional 30m, before joining the 

original start. Due to rope drag, we split it 30m, then 20m, before belaying below the ramp (pitch 

2 in guide). The corner was considered superb, very steep and sustained, well protected, and one 

of the finest pitches in the Southern Highlands! 

It has been suggested that the diagram is too far to the left at the bottom. The picture on page 52 

shows the groove on the second pitch. 

The Sting - Michael Barnard notes that the line drawn on the photo-diagram is incorrect – it 

shows the route going up left of the right-slanting groove (pitch 2). 

 

GLEN COE, Church Door Buttress: 

West Chimney Route – the through route has been reported as being blocked. The outside can be 

climbed at technical 7. 

 

Stob Coire nan Lochain: 

Crest Route by the direct on pitch 3 is probably tech 7, with the variation going left a grade 

easier. 

 

AONACH MOR, Coire an Lochain: 

The classic ice routes Left Twin and White Shark should be III,4 and IV,5 respectively. The main 

pitch of Left Twin is harder than any of the individual pitches on Green Gully. 



 

Tinsel Town is marked wrongly on the diagram on p178. The start is correct but it then continues 

up the left side of the fault above (not going out left on to the buttress). Maneater climbs the right 

side of the same fault, so it isn’t quite right either. The descriptions are correct. 

 

AONACH BEAG, North Face: 

Stand and Deliver should be graded V,6 (not V,5). 

 

BEN NEVIS: 

The FA date for Vanishing Gully should be 1961, not 1951. 

Julian Lines thinks Zero Gully length should be nearer 400m than 300m, as it’s longer than Point 

Five Gully and nearly as long as Orion Direct. 

 

Mega Route X (Ben Nevis) and Captain Hook (Beinn Udlaidh) are graded V,6 and VI,6 resp. yet 

are similar in difficulty and style. 

 

The climber in the photo of Smith’s Route on page 17 is Mike Buddle. 

 

The picture of Sickle on page 118 was taken by Matt Pigden, not Richard Jewell. 

 

Jamie Bankhead has climbed Nasturtium when the crux on Central Gully was looking unlikely. It 

seems to form much more readily than Central Gully 

 

COIRE AN T-SNEACHDA, Aladdin’s  Buttress: 

The description of pitch 3 of Damnation is poor. The following is better: 

3. 45m  Move right and go up a steepening rightwards to reach a hidden wide crack. Follow this 

up left to easy ground, followed to large blocks. 

 

COIRE AN T-SNEACHDA, Fiacaill Buttress: 

The description for Burning and Looting is vague. It can either start on a big ledge as for 

Belhaven, or on the big ledge of Rampant. The diagram shows the Rampant start, whereas the 

Cairngorms guide shows the Belhaven start. The route line in both should go round the right side 

of a diamond shaped block, not the left. 

 

John Lyall thinks Rampant is IV,6 under powder, but it does get very icy and is then IV,4 but 

serious. 

 

COIRE AN LOCHAIN: 

Fallout Corner should be Fall-out Corner. 

 

The Third Man - its difficulty at IV,6 is very similar to  that of Deep Throat at V,6, so it 

should be upgraded to V,6. The shallow corner of The Third Man’s last pitch is more like 8m 

right of Sidewinder’s chimney than 5m. 

 

HELL’S LUM CRAG: 

Deep Cut Chimney is worth IV,5 (not IV,4). 

 

SHELTER STONE CRAG: 

Castle Wall is IV,5 in most conditions, not III. But low in the grade as the difficulties are short 

and only on the first pitch. It can just be done in three 60m pitches. 

 



CARN ETCHACHAN: 

Route Major - The Chimney is arguably technical 6 (but the difficulties are short and very well 

protected) when verglassed. In the description above The Terrace, it says to go diagonally right 

for 2 pitches. It is 60m from the exit point on to The Terrace, so if you go 10m right to finish the 

Chimney pitch, then it is only one 50m pitch. Battlements Groove is immediately right of the 

steep rocks of the Upper Tier and it is easy to pass it and finish up Red Guard (which is actually 

easier) – you have to go back left to gain it. 

 

Scorpion – Is worth V,6 in the best conditions and VI,6 in less than good. 

 

GLEN SHIEL, Creag Coire an t-Slugain: 

Flaky Ridge has seen several ascents and a consensus grade seems to be III,5. 

 

LIATHACH, Coire Dubh Mor: 

Temptress was climbed by John Lyall and partners. They thought V,6. 

 

BEINN EIGHE, Central Wall: 

It has been reported that the top pitch of East Central Wall is at least technical 5, maybe 6. 

 

Fuselage Wall: 

An ascent of Fuselage Wall (possibly the second) by Duncan Tunstall thought V,6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


